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Earth’s greatest threat has returned. But in a school of superheroes, one ordinary boy holds the
key.16 year-old Tristan Davids had big plans in mind for his birthday, but unexpectedly
discovering that he’s from a family of well known super-heroes wasn’t one of them. Now he’s
been sent to the Academy to hone his gifts, despite not having any powers of his own.Viewed as
an outcast amongst his peers and newfound rivals, Tristan comes to realize that he will need to
rely upon the uneasy alliance between his new teammates if he wishes to succeed at the school.
As if managing to navigate through the obstacles of his new life wasn’t enough, Tristan soon
discovers a plot to overthrow his new home by a mysterious group of supervillains, known as
The Legion.Can Tristan rallying his teammates behind him, unlock his abilities, and discover
what it means to be truly special before it’s too late?Metamorphs: Return of the Legion is the first
book in the thrilling four-part series. If you enjoy pulse-pounding adventure, mysterious twists,
and epic superhero fantasy, then you’ll love this fresh new take on the genre.Unlock
Metamorphs: Return of the Legion to discover the Academy’s secrets today!
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PMJ, “So Good. I love this book. I just got done reading it about 3 minutes ago and just went
ahead and bought the next available three books. What an awesome read!! I loved watching
Tristan develop, the imagery of the academy, and the supporting characters development and
value. While the book is certainly not a small read, it genuinely should have been a bit longer.
Jean-Baptiste does a wonderful job getting in everything that needs to be covered, but fitting in a
VERY eventful year for the main character in just about 350 pages can come across a bit
rushed. I hope we can get inside the characters heads bit more in upcoming reads! As it is, this
novel reads a lot like a potential movie adaptation honestly. At least I was able to imagine it as
such frequently throughout *shrug* REALLY looking forward to more!!”

KayBee's Bookshelf, “Engaging. The story pulled me in immediately. Who was the key? Who
were these beautiful and hideous beings? Tell me now! Yeah, I’m a little impatient, but I digress. I
loved how the family tried to feel Tristan out to see if he had any “interesting or weird”
happenings occurring to him yet. The author pulls you into each scene with such descriptive
writing that you truly become invested in the characters. I remember feeling anxious waiting for
the reveal of powers or the outcome of a potential confrontation. The author delivered developed
characters with an action-packed plot. Part one of this series was engaging and well-written. I
will be reading part two.”

Carl White, “What a debut!. What an excellent debut novel from Yuri Jean-Baptiste. If you are a
fan of the X-Men, Ender's Game, the Harry Potter series, or of superheroes in general, you will
certainly find Tristan Davids's twisting coming-of-age story to be an exciting and enjoyable read.
While the author leans on a few familiar tropes from the sci-fi/superhero genre, he weaves them
together in such a way to create a world, and novel, that is entirely new and impressively deep.
You can feel the time and sympathy Jean-Baptiste poured into the personality and growth of
each character. Well-written and expertly paced, this novel was honestly difficult to put down and
left me anxious for the sequel. Read it!!”

Marjorie E, “Great Read!. I enjoyed reading the book. The book gave me a feel of the Hogwarts
campus. Sometimes I wanted my commute to be longer so I could finish a chapter. The
suspense throughout the book was great! SPOILER ALERT: The whole time I'm wishing for
Tristan to get his powers. Every scene I said OK it's going to happen now and it doesn't. When
he survives the plane crash I'm like that's it, his powers are he can't die but that doesn't happen
either. When they couldn't find Christian I was thinking oh no he's the traitor. When Tristan finally
gets his powers I was excited and talking to myself saying I knew he had powers!Can't wait for
the second book!”

Karley D., “Great read!. This book was reccomended to me by a friend, and I couldn't be more



thankful for it! This book is very well written and kept my interest the entire way through. I found
myself having to go back and reread because I got so excited about what was happening that I
was getting ahead of myself! The author did a great job of giving enough details for the reader to
envision each character and scene throughout. I have grown attached to these characters and
am so excited for the next book to be released to see what happens next! Anyone who loves a
well written book or a book about super heroes needs to read this!”

Bethany G Farrelly, “#mustread. My 11 year old says:'It is the best book I've ever read! Action
packed, great story line, and I can't wait for the second book!'He has read it a few times now and
keeps going back to it. Would definitely recommend!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent Read!. This is an excellent read! The story moves along at a
nice pace. The characters develop well throughout the novel and I definitely found myself getting
attached to some of them as I progressed through the book. I definitely felt myself not wanting to
put Metamorphs down, not only throughout the book but also as I read the last few pages. 10/10
would (and have) recommend this book!”

Kathy McCormick, “Can't put this one down!. Started on Monday, finished on Tuesday, and
ordered book 2 Wednesday!! I couldn't put the book down! I completely bought into the
characters and the story line. It is reminiscent of Harry Potter (but with super heroes instead of
magic) and Hunger Games (but without the graphic violence). I loved the suspense as Tristan's
character struggles and develops! Thanks, Yuri, for an excellent read! I can't wait to see what
happens next!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Whoever reads this will love it.. A great read loved every chapter. The
characters were well rounded and the mystery of who the embedded student was surprised me.”

The book by Yuri Jean-Baptiste has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 97 people have provided feedback.
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